Introduction {#Sec1}
============

It is known that rotorcrafts such as a helicopter or a tiltrotor fell into unstable state called vortex ring state (VRS) when it descends at high descent rate or at an angle close to vertical descent. At this time, lift generated by the rotor disc is significantly reduced. This phenomenon occurs when the descent speed approaches the rotor wake speed and airflow recirculate through the rotor disk. VRS has also caused several rotorcraft crashes. VRS accidents have also been reported on a tiltrotor V-22 Osprey which has recently attracted attention. This was due to the pilot descending beyond the recommended descent range \[[@CR1]\]. The behavior of rotors in VRS has long been known to aerodynamic experts, and a considerable number of studies have been reported \[[@CR2]\]. Many researches have been investigating the VRS characteristics of the rotor by experimental tests and numerical simulations \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. However, most of these studies focused on flight tests or wind tunnel tests in steady conditions. Vortex ring state is a complex phenomenon with large unsteady airflow. Hence practical investigations can also be useful to fully understand aerodynamics and develop accurate prediction methods. Researches on unsteady simulation of helicopters have been conducted \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. However, few studies on tiltrotor aircraft have been seen.

The purpose of this study is to compute unsteady flow around a tiltrotor aircraft when it descends and to simulate the motion of the aircraft in such airflow. The six degrees of freedom descending flight simulation is performed on a tiltrotor aircraft represented by V-22 Osprey, considering an interaction between fluid and a rigid body. By performing numerical computations at different descent rates, effects on motion of an aircraft and complex fluid phenomena caused by aircraft movement are analyzed. To perform descent flight simulations, coupled computation is conducted that integrate both flight dynamics which deals with aircraft movement and fluid dynamics which deals with fluid flow around aircraft. In other words, the aircraft is treated as a rigid body and flies under force generated by interaction with the surrounding fluid flow. To solve such a complicated moving boundary problem, a combination of the MCD method based on the unstructured moving-grid finite-volume method and the multi-axis sliding mesh method was adopted as numerical approach.

Numerical Approach {#Sec2}
==================

Governing Equation {#Sec3}
------------------

To solve the flow field around a tiltrotor aircraft, three-dimensional Euler equations are used as governing equations. The equations in the conservation form are written as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Unstructured Moving-Grid Finite-Volume Method {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------

The unstructured moving-grid finite-volume method \[[@CR7]\] is used to perform computation involving movement and deformation of grids. In the method, fluxes are evaluated on a control volume in the space-time unified domain (x, y, z, t) so that the geometric conservation law (GCL) \[[@CR8]\] is satisfied. By applying the divergence theorem to space-time unified control volume, the three-dimensional Euler equations are deformed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Moving Computational Domain Method {#Sec5}
----------------------------------

In this paper, the flow field around a tiltrotor aircraft that occurs when the aircraft descends is computed. In the traditional approach, an aircraft is placed in a uniform flow and a flow around that is computed. However, it cannot be applied to this simulation involving free movement of an aircraft. Such an analysis needs to be treated as a moving boundary problem. The moving computational domain (MCD) method \[[@CR9]--[@CR14]\] is a technique for computing fluid flow around moving object. In this method, whole computational domain moves with an object which is inside the domain as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. At this time, fluid flow around an object is generated by movement of boundary surfaces. Specifically, it is caused by the boundary conditions given to the moving boundary. In addition, this method removes computational space limitations. Therefore, an aircraft can move freely in the calculation space regardless of the size of computational grid. Combining with the multi-axis sliding mesh approach \[[@CR15]\], this method is applied not only to flight of an aircraft, but also to rotation of two rotors. The computational procedure is based on the unstructured moving-grid finite-volume method described in the last subsection. Flow variables are defined at the center of cells in unstructured mesh. The flux vectors are evaluated using the Roe flux difference splitting scheme \[[@CR16]\] with MUSCL scheme. Gradient limiter is Hishida's limiter of van Leer type \[[@CR17]\]. The two-stage Runge-Kutta method is used to solve local time stepping.Fig. 1.Conceptual figure of the MCD method

Coupled Computation {#Sec6}
-------------------

In this paper, position and orientation of a tiltrotor aircraft is determined by coupled computation by considering the interaction between the body and surrounding fluid flow. An aircraft is considered as rigid body in three-dimensional space. Therefore, the motion of an aircraft is determined by solving the equations of motion of six degrees of freedom, consisting of three degrees of freedom translation and rotation. Newton's law of motion and Euler's rotation equation are used for translation and rotation, respectively. Each equation of motion is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varvec{T} $$\end{document}$ is the torque vector around the center. The torque and force are calculated by integrating the pressure on surface of the aircraft. These equations are discretized as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Flight Simulation of Tiltrotor Aircraft {#Sec7}
=======================================

Computational Mesh {#Sec8}
------------------

V-22 Osprey which is the major tilt-rotor aircraft was employed as a computational model. The overall length is 17.48 m, the weight is 21545 kg and the rotor speed is 397 rpm. The overall length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ L $$\end{document}$. This grid was created by using MEGG3D \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. In this computation, the computational domain is divided into 7 domains to use multi-axis sliding mesh approach. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows domain decomposition. Computational grids for each domain are shown from Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2.Computational domain and surface grid Fig. 3.Domain decomposition Fig. 4.Mesh around rotors Fig. 5.Mesh around wings Fig. 6.Mesh around nacelles Fig. 7.Mesh around a fuselage

Flight Conditions {#Sec9}
-----------------

In this simulation, a tiltrotor aircraft descends at different descent rates. The descent rates 0.02 (1340 feet/min) and 0.04 (2680 feet/min) are used for this analysis. The simulation procedure is as follows:At the start of computation, an aircraft is stationary in the air.Start to rotate two proprotors with the aircraft fixed. Then, the lift and the gravity are balanced by adjusting collective pitch.Unlock aircraft having been fixed and make an aircraft descend, adjusting collective pitch to maintain the constant descent rate.

The pitching motion of the aircraft is controlled by tilting two proprotor disks forward or backward at same time. In addition, the rolling of the aircraft is controlled by providing a difference between left and right collective pitches.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Movement of Tiltrotor Aircraft {#Sec11}
------------------------------

As a result of computation with fluid-rigid body interaction, an aircraft descended under the influence of the surrounding flow field. The trajectory of descent of an aircraft is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The left is the result at descent rate of 0.02 and the right is the result at the descent rate of 0.04. At descent rate is 0.02, orientation of an aircraft slightly disturbs during the descent, but there is no significant change overall. On the other hand, at descent rate 0.04, it is confirmed that orientation of an aircraft is largely disturbed as time elapses. Time changes of pitch angle of an aircraft about these two cases is indicated by Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in the figure, in both cases, pitch angles start to change around *t *= 300. In the case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ V_{z} $$\end{document}$ = 0.04, pitch angle of an aircraft gradually increases, and is expected to increase in the future. From the above, it was confirmed that orientation of an aircraft was more disturbed as the descent rate increased.Fig. 8.Trajectory of an aircraft movement at descent rate 0.02 (left) and 0.04 (right) Fig. 9.Pitch angle of an aircraft at each descent rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Flow Fields {#Sec12}
-----------

Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} is isosurfaces (*V *= 0.1) of magnitude of the flow velocity around the tiltrotor aircraft during descent at descent rate 0.02. It illustrates a state from the start of descent. The figure at the upper left shows the state immediately after the descent started, where the blade pitch has been reduced and acceleration has started to the target descent rate. At this time, the iso-surface of the magnitude value of the velocity is in the state of clinging around the rotors. In this situation, you can see that the lift loses to gravity and the aircraft descends. The right figure next to that shows a little advanced time level. As the velocity of the aircraft approaches the target descent rate, the blade pitch is adjusted so that lift and gravity balance and maintain the constant speed of the body. As a result, the downwash blowing down from the rotors appeared again. Therefore, at this point, it can be considered that the aircraft obtained the lift as a reaction force against the downwash. After that, the body descends at an almost constant speed. During the descent, it is constantly confirmed that downwash is blown down from left and right proprotors. This indicates that the aircraft flies with proper lift. Next, Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} is isosurfces (*V *= 0.1) of magnitude of the flow velocity around an aircraft during descent at descent rate 0.04, illustrating a state from the start of descent. As in the previous case, the upper left figure shows the state just after the aircraft has started to descent. The isosurface has its state clinging around the rotors due to the acceleration to the target descent rate. Then, for a while after reaching the target descent rate, you can see the downwash that is blown down from the left and right rotors (about *t *= 270). However, unlike previous case, an aircraft begins to pitch and the surrounding airflow begins to be greatly disturbed after a while. At this point, the downwash which has been blown down from left and right proprotors disappeared. Without the downwash, the proprotors is not able to get enough lift. Moreover, once this turbulence has occurred, vicious circle between large changes in the attitude and turbulence of the fluid around the aircraft continue to repeat, increasing the instability of the body. As a result, the aircraft loses control to maintain its flight attitude.Fig. 10.Isosurfaces of magnitude of flow velocity (*V *= 0.1) at descent rate 0.02 (about 1340 feet/min) Fig. 11.Isosurfaces of magnitude of flow velocity (*V *= 0.1) at descent rate 0.04 (about 2680 feet/min)

Figure [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} show visualization of flow velocity vectors in a typical state during descent at each descent rate. At descent rate 0.02, it is confirmed that air flows downward from proprotors. On the other hand, at descent rate 0.04, it is confirmed that flow velocity vector is swirling at tip of proprotor. This is a vortex ring state, also known as power settling. In this situation, airflows that should be blown down from rotors is immediately recirculated to the rotors and results in a decrease in lift provided by that. Therefore, it is considered that an orientation control by proprotors does not work sufficiently and the aircraft becomes more unstable.Fig. 12.Visualization of flow velocity vectors at descent rate 0.02 Fig. 13.Visualization of flow velocity vectors at descent rate 0.04

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

Six degrees of freedom descending flight simulation was conducted for a tiltrotor aircraft represented by V-22 Osprey, considering interaction of fluid and rigid body. To solve complicated moving boundary problem, a combination of the MCD method based on the unstructured moving-grid finite-volume method and the multi-axis sliding mesh method was adopted as numerical approach. Descending simulation is computed in two cases: descent rate 0.02 and 0.04. The results of movement of descending aircraft was presented by trajectory and pitch angle. Next, the state of flow fields around the aircraft was presented in a form of visualization of an isosurface of flow velocity and flow velocity vectors. At descent rate 0.02, the aircraft continued a stable descent flight throughout. At descent rate 0.04, it is confirmed that orientation of an aircraft is largely disturbed as time elapses. At that time, it was found from the flow velocity vectors that the aircraft has fallen into vortex ring state. This flight simulation qualitatively showed that a tiltrotor aircraft would become unstable and fall into vortex ring state during flight at high descent rate.
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